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*All things shown or advice given on this internet site is to give you ideas of what can be done. They may not be
suited to your vehicle, or your level of skill or even legal in your State or country. I do not endorse any
modification/repair shown on this site. You assume all responsibility for any modifications/repairs that you make
to your vehicle, and must understand the consequences of each modification/repair you make. I cannot be held
responsible for your interpretation of these articles, or your implementation of these modifications/repairs.
Anyone who does not have the proper training or background in automotive work should not undertake any
mechanical project without proper supervision and instruction. I accept no responsibility or liability for incorrect
part numbers, torque values, or any other information. It is advised that any information presented should be
verified with official or expert sources. It is up to you to make sure anything shown needs engineering approval
or advice before using it. You are responsible for your own actions. *

Since we upgraded the rear shocks on our 1998 XJ8 it was time to do the front shocks. While replacing the
shocks I found that the shocks not only work as shocks but drop and compression limiting on the suspension.
Parts:
-two new shocks
-two bump stops (optional)
-two upper bushings (optional)

Tools required:
-Floor jack
-Two jack stands
-Various metric sockets (13mm-18mm IIRC)
-Pry bar
Once I received The shocks The following steps were taken to replace the shocks. Air tools are a major help if
you have access to them. The shocks I went with are for a 1998 XJR, just to firm up the ride a bit.
Replacing the shock:
1) Block the rear tires and lift the front of car to a workable level. I positioned the jack stands under the jacking
points located below the front doors. Make sure the parking brake is engaged. Putting the jack stand here also
allows the front suspension to drop free, which is needed. You will want to lift the whole front, not just one side at
a time or you will run into problems with the sway bar.

2) Slightly jack up the lower A-arm

4) Remove the upper shock bushing bolt

5) Remove the anti-sway bar lower link bolt.

6) Remove the lower shock mount bolt.

7) Slowly let the front suspension drop.

8) Maneuver the top of the shock out of the upper mount and pull the rod out of the hole.

9) Maneuver the bottom of the shock out of the suspension working it rear ward. A pry bar will greatly assist in
this:

10) Completely remove the shock from the suspension

11) Install new shock the reverse of the removal. Don't forget to install gaiter, upper bump stop, washer and
bushings!

12) Raise suspension to pass lower bolt through shock.
13) Tighten the lower shock mounting bolt to 43 to 57 Nm
14) Raise or lower suspension to bolt sway bar link. Tighten to 41-54 Nm.
15) Raise the front suspension to push shock up through upper mount.
16) Tighten the upper mount top 30-40 Nm

17) Refit the wheel. Lug nuts: steel wheels: 68-82 Nm (50-60 lb-ft); alloy wheels: 88-102 Nm (65-75 lb-ft) .

